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Grand Opening Celebration of McKee's Indian Store and Susan Peters Gallery Marks the 
Revitalization of Anadarko's Main Street 
 
ANADARKO, Okla.—The Caddo Nation proudly announces the Grand Opening of McKee's Indian Store 
and Susan Peters Gallery, a significant step towards the revitalization of Anadarko's Main Street. The 
Caddo Nation has acquired the iconic McKee's Indian Store, a cherished landmark in the Anadarko 
community known for its rich history in Native Art and a wide range of supplies for arts, crafts, and 
traditional clothing. 
 
The acquisition also includes the Susan Peters Gallery, an integral part of the McKee's Indian Store, 
providing a platform to showcase the diverse cultural and artistic talents of the community. The Caddo 
Nation aims to celebrate and honor the Indigenous artists from the local communities, whose works 
have garnered both local acclaim and international recognition. 
 
“Acquiring the store and gallery allows us to showcase the diverse cultural and artistic talents of our 
community,” said Caddo Chairman Bobby Gonzalez. “Our goal is to acknowledge and uplift the beauty 
of our artistic traditions and empower our communities and younger generations of artists." 
 
The Grand Opening of McKee's Indian Store and Susan Peters Gallery will take place on Wednesday, 
August 2, 2023. On Thursday, August 3, 2023, there will be a Grand Opening Reception from 6–8 p.m., 
featuring light refreshments. Attendees will have the opportunity to meet Lane Factor, known as 
"Cheese" from the FX Hit Show Reservation Dogs, who will be present for photos and autographs. 
 
The celebration will also feature the remarkable artworks of Caddo artists, Jeri Redcorn, Chase Earles, 
Chad Earles, Wayne Earles, and Yonaveah Hawkins, exhibited in the Susan Peters Gallery.  
 
“This event marks the beginning of a new chapter in preserving and showcasing the artistic traditions of 
Indigenous communities,” said Gonzalez. “Everyone is welcome to join the opening celebration.” 
 
Store Hours: 
 
Monday - Friday: 10 AM - 5 PM 
Saturdays: 10 AM - 3 PM 
Location: 116 W. Main St, Anadarko, OK 73005 
Phone: (572)226-0013 
Website: mckeesindianstore.com 
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